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KCTU Lawsuit to ILO Against the Korean
Government
KCTU
and
Migrant’s
Trade
Union(MTU)
opposed
the
recently-made policy that the Korean
government will not allow Anwar, the
leader of MTU, to stay in Korea, so
both parties had a press conference
on November 17th to announce that
they decided to sue the Korean
government to International Labor
Organization(ILO) with the content of
"infringement on the right of the
migrant workers to make an union".

However, it has been pointed out
that both the government’s attitude,
which
deny
to
accept
the
undocumented
workers
as
legal
workers, and the court’s decision,
which returned the establishment
declaration to the Union, are violating
international
law
such
as
UN
agreement, ILO rules.
The infringement on the right of
making the migrants’ union and
Employment Permit system are against
the Article 143 of ILO Charter, the
clause of ‘regardless of status, the
equal rights for all of migrant workers
should be guaranteed’. Besides, the
infringement on the right of making
the migrants’ union and EPS violates
the Article 87 and 98 that guarantee
the migrant workers the freedom of
association, the right of making a
labor union, and the right of collective
bargaining.

MTU had already filed the lawsuit
that sought to revoke the order that
the government would not accept MTU
as a legal union, but lost the suit at
the first trial. MTU is entering the
appeal now. The Minister of Labor and
the Minister of Justice confirmed that
the two Ministers can’t accept the
undocumented migrant workers as the
legal ones because the contract
between the undocumented and their
employees can’t be legally accepted,
Targeted-taken away leader, Anwar,
therefore, the Union consisting of the
undocumented migrant workers can’t was threatened to deport Korea with
the excuse of labor activities
be accepted as well.
Under these circumstances, the
government is trying to retract the
permission for Anwar’s stay.
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According to him, he visited Seoul
Immigration Office to extend visa. The
Office
said
to
him
that
the
requirements
to
decontrol
his
temporary
protection
have
been
fulfilled, so he was told to voluntarily
leave Korea. Moreover, the Office
dropped the hint that he can be
forcefully deported, mentioning his
attendance to the assembly and labor
union activities.

▶ M T U
leader, Anwar
(photo from
Chamsesang
News)

threatened
in
last
August him
with
visa
cancellation.
If
the
government will try to revoke the
permission of his stay just because of
his actions as the leader of the Union,
we will vehemently protest against it."
Since the Migrants’ Union was
founded
on
April
2005,
the
government has not accepted the
Union as a legal organization, put his
name on the targeted crackdown list,
took him to the police, and forcefully
put him in custody.
A series of the government’s actions
aroused public resentment. After the
foundation
of
the
Union,
the
government has carried out the way of
man-hunting
crackdown
and
deportation on the undocumented
migrant workers. Lots of them are
either forcefully deported or ending up
dying while on the run.

Right after the establishment of the
Union, Anwar was forcefully taken
away on May 2005. To treat his
disease, he was released on April
2006 under the name of ‘temporary
protection is cancelled’.
He was reappointed as the leader of
the Union on Jun, and was going to
attend the meeting of ILO assembly
KCTU made their position clear at as the representative of KCTU. He
the press conference, saying "the was blackmailed by the government
policy of the Office can be regarded into being deported.
as that of MOJ and the Korean <Cham Se Sang News, November 17,
2006>
government.
To prevent Anwar from attending the ▶Summarizing lawsuit
continued to page 3
meeting of ILO, the government
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Kabir Has Returned!
By Lee Sang-hyun, Video Activist
I believe most people understand what ‘migrant worker’
means. One progressive activist organization was the first to
use this phrase instead of foreign worker, and now it is a
widespread term to call migrant workers in Korea.
Migrant workers strived against forceful control and
deportation, from November 15, 2003 to November 28,
2004, for 380 days at Myeoungdong Cathedral. They
advocated legitimate rights, as any would any labourer in
Korea. They called for no more discrimination or treatment
like animals.
My comrade Kabir was both director of the sit-in strike
and chef. He would melt frozen water in minus 20 degrees
temperatures early in the morning in order to cook rice. It
has been long time since we called each other brother.
A few days ago, there was intensive control of motorbikes
around Seongsu-dong area. Kabir was caught during the
control and sent to the Immigration Processing Center of the
Immigration Control Bureau.

We used every effort we could to extricate him. Hope
came from somewhere we didn't expect it to. He had an
operation because of a damaged finger he incurred a few
years ago while working in Korea, and a doctor had
re-issued a written diagnosis to re-operate on the wound.
With support from many lawyers and doctors, he obtained
industrial disaster coverage and safely returned to us as his
custody had been cancelled under temporary conditions.
Yet, intensive migrant worker control is still going under
the man-hunter like Immigration Bureau, even at this
moment. While eating, sleeping or working, they are
accosted like animals with the use of handcuffs, gas-guns,
or net-guns, and no Miranda rule.
I am happy to have Kabir back, but I am also aware of
the reality that there is no actual liberalization of migrant
workers. I am not living in a perfect environment, and do
not have enough time to produce a documentary, as I am
busy going to strikes, but I hope to portray those honest
stories. This is my work and mission given to me.

Migrant Workers Call for Better Treatment
The leader of an association that represents the country’s
470,000 migrant workers Monday urged Korea to protect
human rights by signing a U.N. convention.
Lee Chul-seung, head of the Joint Committee for Migrant
Workers in Korea, issued the statement on the
U.N.-designated International Migrants Day, which was
Monday.
``Now that a Korean is heading the U.N., it is time for
Korea to care more about its 470,000 migrant workers
suffering from inconvenience and invisible discrimination,’’
Lee said.
The U.N. convention on the protection of the rights of
migrant workers and their families came into force on July 1,
2003.
However, the Korean government has yet to sign the
convention, saying that there are no migrant workers officially
in Korea. According to the government in 2002, many of the
workers are 'industrial trainees'.
Lee, who is also director of the Kyongnam Migrant
Workers’ Counsel Office, the main organizer of the Migrant
Arirang and director of Open Society of the Multicultural
Country, said that the Seoul government needs to redefine
the term ``workers.’’
Lee criticized the term 'industrial trainee', saying that they
worked the same as other workers but were not treated as
workers because of the term 'trainee'.
The EPS was adopted to guarantee migrant workers the
use of the legal term 'worker'. However, Lee said it’s not
enough.

"If they are really considered workers, they should all be
guaranteed all their rights," he said. "If the government
adopts the convention, then the workers may have more
freedom to choose their futures in Korea," he said.
Lee and his associates said the Korean government’s
reaction was positive toward changing the laws on migrant
workers.
The Supreme Court has recently ruled that the Korean
Labor Act should protect an industrial trainee in the same
way it does Korean workers.
"As long as they are working in Korea, they are workers of
Korea and they have the right to be treated in the same way
as other workers," he said.
Lee said that the migrant workers should be aware of their
position and work for their rights as well. ``They are workers
in Korea. That means they have rights and responsibilities
toward society. I hope they will stand up for themselves and
be confident,’’ he said.
Throughout his life working as an activist for migrant
workers’ rights, Lee witnessed many migrant workers being
treated badly. "Some times they were not given their salaries
on time, insulted or even kicked out of supermarkets and
crowded places. I hope they stand up for their own rights,"
he said.
On Sunday, hundreds of migrant workers gathered at the
Marronnier Park in Hyehwa-dong in Seoul to celebrate their
day.

<Korean Times, December 18, 2006>
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KFSB Sue Hankyoreh for a Hundred
Million Won
KFSB took legal action against Hankyoreh for publishing
an article about the government policy of migrant workers'
sending-off. A KFSB representative said that the article
dishonoured the organisation with the vicious reports, and
was suing Hankyoreh both civilly and criminally, for the
equivalent of a hundred million won last month.
KFSB is also taking legal action against the Press
Arbitration Commission. In their opinion, they reported as if
KFSB was not an appropriate agency for the EPS, which
had been already done legally long time ago. That was
malicious and even some part of the report was not true.
With this, Hankyoreh corrected the reports on November 3.
Under the title ‘Corrections about KFSB’ on page 12, it
was written that KFSB is not directly related with the illegal
re-entry of Nepalese industrial trainees and was imposing
heavy fees for their sending. It was also not true that they
didn't return the instalment savings owned by industrial
trainees. It was confirmed that the savings were not
managed by KFSB and were in inactive accounts at each
bank. On November 18, the following was reported in
Hankyoreh under the title ‘Against KFSB and so on, taking

the agency of the employment permit policy’:
"It was discovered by the police that KFSB had been
actively involved in the re-entry of 286 Nepalese industrial
trainees by changing their names and their birth dates in
December 2004. Rebates for the trainees’ entry were
between US$ 3,000 and US$ 10,000, which were four times
above the regulation amount. They were criticised that they
were only interested in profits, ignoring the duty of its
administration."
Hankyoreh
has
asserted
that
the
transparent
administration of the migrant worker-related policies needed
considering, as did the fact that the last migrant worker
policy with the 'Industrial Trainee System' is going to be
unified into one policy, and the EPS from January 2007. It
has also been criticising the sending agencies causing
problems.
Demanding a people's inspection, UCH said that all the
illegal acts under EPS committed by KFSB over the last
13 years, and the responsibility for the lack of supervision
of KFSB by Small and Medium Business Administration
should become public.

▶From page 1
contract or who has completed the first legal labour
contract, the worker should be allowed to move to another
place/s and can choose his/her workplace freely".
The Korean Confederation of Trade Unions formally filed
an action against the Korean government: That EPS
violates Articles 93 and 143 of ILO agreements and
violates migrant workers’ basic legal rights of labour and
human rights, the right to organize undocumented migrant
workers, trade union rights, and collective bargaining
rights.
Contents of the Lawsuit
1. EPS, which has been enforced since 2004, violates
Articles 94 and 143 of ILO agreements and seriously
violates the human rights and basic legal rights of migrant
workers.
2. The forced arrest of the chairperson of the Migrant
Trade Union (MTU) and the refusal to allow of MTU
violates Articles 87 and 98 of ILO agreements, oppressing
migrant worker activities.
3. Summary
(a) The violation of human rights with the continuous
crackdown and deportation of undocumented migrant
workers on the pre-condition of carrying out EPS, totally
violates Clauses 1 of Article 143 in ILO agreements.
Clause 1 states, "All member countries should respect
human rights of all workers that each nation has hired".
(b) Article 25, which regards the restriction of workplace
transfer rights, violates Clause 14
(c) of Articles 143 in ILO agreements. Clause 14 (a)
states, "In case a migrant worker who is expected to work
in the country for less than two years under a legal

The forced arrest of the MTU chairman and the request
to get documents sufficient in organizing the migrant trade
union totally violates Clause 2 of Article 87 under the
agreements. Clause 2 states, "Workers and employers are
allowed to choose or organize any unions or parties on
the condition that they follow the regulation of the
organization". And Clause 3 states, "Public institutions must
stop restricting and discriminating the rights to organize
any kind of legal activities".
4. Requirements
(a) The government should stop crack-downs and
deportation of undocumented migrant workers and prepare
a humanitarian policy on them.
(b) They should abolish the toxin articles on the
limitations on workplace transfer and the annual renewal
contract system because the present regulations totally
damage human rights of migrant workers.
(c) We recognize that discrimination toward migrant
workers in workplaces and in Korean society has already
been generalized. Thus, we advised them to stop all
discrimination against all racial and ethnic groups.
(d) We request the Korean government to recognize the
organization of migrant trade unions according to the
articles that undocumented migrant workers are also
workers and that they receive the same treatment as legal
workers. (e) The Korean government should realize that it
is ignoring ILO agreements and should follow international
standards immediately. <Hankyoreh, October 31, 2006>
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Korean Children's Segregation Perceived in a
Class
Class for
for 'Making
'Making Friends
Friends with
with Asia'
Asia'
the answer has been doubled that they get to have
an intimacy of migrants and need to be considerate
to them.
<Question> How do you feel about migrant
workers?
Items

Before After
the
the
class class

I think they are poor people from poor
19.5% 6.0%
countries.
I want to stay away from them due to
different
skin
colors
and
different
languages.

Last year, the Solidarity for Peace and Human Rights of
Asia (SOPRA) and FWR began to hold a one-day class in
elementary schools by the name of 'making friends with
Asia.'
Under the title, a migrant from the Asian area, that is
one of migrant workers, students, marriage immigrants,
and so on, was introduced to the class. S/he introduced
his/her own history, culture, and society through pictures.
Students could have a chance to try their clothes on,
play their instruments, learn their languages and songs,
taste their food and so on.
Migrants having participated in this program are Shagor
from Bangladesh, Tess from the Philippines, Dini from
Indonesia, Volam Xuan from Vietnam, Yun Seok-tae from
China.
This lesson has been conducted with a view to helping
elementary school students put away a prejudice and
admit diversity. Class evaluation and questionnaires are
attached as below.

4.7%

1.3%

I feel curious about them because they are
44.3% 32.3%
foreigners.
I get to have an intimacy of them just
because they are human and need to be 31.5% 60.4%
considerate to them.

By Lee, Sang-sun,
Teacher in Jangsan Elementary School
(1) Class evaluation
It is new that foreigners come to the class in person
and introduce their own instruments, clothes, and ways of
life. It is fresh and precious to be able to extend school
education. Especially, it is a great approach to deal with
migrant workers' human rights by introducing Asians' ways
of life and cultures and inducing something in common
and thus an intimacy. Student satisfaction is very high
and the result of the lesson is big when it comes to
students' awareness of migrant workers.
(2) Research on human rights intended for sixth
graders in Jangsan in 2005
It is noticeable that the students' awareness of
migrant workers have changed after receiving a
human right class. It is remarkable after the class that

Elementary school students are attention to the
Bangladeshi workers lecture about life, culture and society
of Bangladesh in the class titled 'Making Friends with
Asia'
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Survey Research of Understanding about
Discrimination at the Elementary School
By Jeong Jeong-su
Secretary General of Solidarity for Peace and Human
Rights of Asia
In this survey research, we analyzed the questionnaires
from 500 students among 591 students of the sixth grades
at the elementary school who attended the class named
‘becoming friends with Asia’ from May, 2005 to July, 2006.
There were 282 male students, 209 female students, and 9
non-respondents among 500 students.
(1) The reason for getting the discrimination in Korean
society
The research showed that 65.5% of the respondents
expressed the reason of getting the discrimination for the
physical or mentally disorder, 42.8% for appearance,
34.5% for poverty and 31.9% for a foreigner.
(2) The experience of meeting foreigners personally
From the question of "have you ever met any foreigners
living in Korea?", 405 students(81.3%) responded "yes", 93
students(18.7%) "no" among the total respondents.
(3) The reason why children discriminate against foreigners
From the question of the foreign discrimination reason,
42.1% is due to appearance, 41.5% not knowing each
other, 7.4% behaving the way they should get the
discrimination, 6.4% disliking with no reason, and 2.6%
fear of foreigners among the total respondents.
(4) The degree of a good feeling of foreigners
The sequence of the degree of a good feeling of
foreigners is the Orientals, the Whites, the Africans in the
order named.
They responded that 64.8% think well of the Orientals,
39.2% the Whites, and 15.1% the Africans. The highest
rate(29%) of the negative respond about the foreigners is
the Africans and the second is the Whites(11.6%) and the
last is the Orientals(3.8%).
Generally, children who have met foreigners personally
had better impression of the foreigners than others, on the
contrary children who haven't met foreigners personally had
worse.
(5) The route having an acquaintance with the foreigners
well
The question about the route having an acquaintance
with the foreigners well was obtained by requesting them
to answer more than one.
319 students(33.0%) responded that they got to know
the foreigners through TV, 119 students(12/3%) through
the Internet, 93 students(9.6%) at school, 4.8% at home,
4.2% abroad, 4.1% at church or through religious activity,
and 11.8% the rest.
(6) Conclusion and Proposal
The result of the survey research done with the sixth
grades' children at the elementary school in Busan shows
that children has already recognized the inherent
discrimination in Korean society and the reason about such
discrimination. Children think that the reasons they get the

discrimination is because of their disorder, their
appearance, and their poverty and because they are
foreigners.
Therefore we need various education and efforts to
eliminate discrimination and the question of human rights
for the social minorities through the education of the
human rights at school.
From the question of the foreign discrimination reason,
42.1%
of
the
respondents
responded
due
to
appearance(skin color, attire, the odor of human bodies
and, etc.), 41.5% unawareness(not knowing each other),
7.4% behaving the way they should get the discrimination,
6.4% disliking with no reason, and 2.6% fear of foreigners
among the total respondents.
It shows that which part our multicultural-understandingeducation has to be focused on.
We need
the education
to
make
c h i l d r e n
recognize the
korean reality
of
living
together with
over
400
thousand
immigrants
who
have
different
culture and background, respect and understand the
difference between each other.
The various multicultural-understanding-education to
know each other helps children learn the attitude
respecting the difference naturally, instead of having
prejudice against immigrants who are different to me.
To do this, there should be many programs through
which the immigrants from Asia can introduce their own
culture and history.
Multicultural-understanding-education
such
as
'to
become friends with Asia' has already been conducted by
Organization for migrant workers across the country. If
such education connects to schools, it will be the
opportunity
to know the importance of the migrants'
human rights deeply as well as the understanding the
Asian area.
Children express their clear preference by the foreigners'
skin color; the Orientals, the Whites, the Africans.
Therefore, we need to introduce useful education system
to eradicate the prejudice of skin color, it comes down to
the problem of the human rights education again.
63.2% responded that they got to know the foreigners
through TV, the Internet, and their institutes, and only
27.5% at school or at home. The huge influence of TV
sets abroach the sympathy for the migrants in a second
and spreads the prejudice in a blink. So the effect of the
positive and negative of the Internet is considered, and the
solution to that effect should be found.
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Enjoy
Enjoy Learning
Learning Different
Different Cultures
Cultures
Every weekend migrant workers hold a festival in Wongok
High School in Wongok-dong, Ansan, Gyeonggi-province.
They wear their traditional costume and prepare their
hometown food. They also enjoy playing football, basketball
and cricket which are popular in their home town.
On December 3, 2006 is Thai turn. With hanging a picture
of Thai king, they plan to host a festival of the King. It will
be a party for Thais in Korea where about 700 people
including the Thai ambassador to Korea will also attend. The
school plans to provide a gym and an assembly hall for
participants and to allow student to participate in it
voluntarily.
Besides, various festivities by country including the Sri
Lankan grand festival, basketball festival of the Philippines,
Mongolian Dadam festival, Nepalese traditional wedding
ceremony, mini Olympic games for foreigners and etc were
held more than ten times in the school.
Kim Seong-beom, a teacher said, "Since many migrant
workers live in this area, we open our school to them for
free from this year. Our students also like to experience
cultures of various countries".
In Ansan where most migrant workers live in
Gyeonggi-province 23,000 migrant workers are registered
and 40,000 including undocumented migrant people are
estimated to live. Wongok High School is located at
Wongok-dong where migrant workers collectively live. The
school invited migrant workers to a regular Career and
Occupation lesson and let them introduce their cultures to

students. Lee Gwan-seong, a vice principal said, "Though
they work in so called 3D industries here, a considerable
number of those graduated excellent universities in their
countries and they are intelligent enough to teach our
students vivid information and culture which students can
not learn in a world history class".
On top of Cheong Un Gwan, a multi-functional hall, in
school 15 national flags are flying. Because many events for
international residents are held, the school always fly those
flags.
Twelve school clubs established sister relations with ten
migrant workers support centers in Ansan. Gweon Gyeonghun, a member of IRD, a dance club said, "In September I
voluntarily participated in the Sri Lankan Food Festival and I
felt a little bit uneasy with unfamiliar costume and food. But
while listening to their explanation about their history, culture
and tradition, I could get rid of my prejudice to them".
The school plans to open twelve national sections for
multi-culture experiences on the second floor of the Cheong
Un Gwan hall next year and expand exchanges with
international residents. Lee Woo-seok, the principal, said,
“As we received help from other countries when we were in
difficulties, now it's our turn to help migrant workers as well
as learn their culture. He went on to say, “In the long term,
we plan to send our students to the Southeast Asia for
voluntary activities along with to learn multi-cultures".

<DongA Ilbo, November 29, 2006>

Migrants
Migrants News
News in
in Japan
Japan
By Choi Jong-sik, Japan correspondent

The new accommodation of Tokyo Immigration was
revealed public on the 1st of August. This is for foreigners
who have taken forced leaving process. This is temporary
accommodative facility for foreigners who smuggled with a
faked passport or stayed overdue before deporting Japan.
Until then, there was one facility which accommodates 48
people in the 2nd terminal. In the 4 story building, the Narita
Immigration Center will use 3700 square meters as the
office. The facility is 2600 square meters wide and can
serve 350 people.
It equips with 10 person and 5 person tatami-way rooms
containing TV sets, shower machines, restrooms, and sink.
And also there are locker rooms and telephone installed. On
the top floor, there are spaces for exercise. The three
quarters of all sent-home foreigners were from Narita and
the last year, about 24,500 were repatriated.

<Tokyo Newspaper, August 2006>

Hukui, Foreign Trainee Problem Network asked the
mediation, a system for resolving individual labor-related
strife to Hukui Labor Ministry saying that a Chinese woman
trainee working in Takeo factory owned by SSK, a
corporation of sports goods, had psychological disorder

because of the SSK.
According to the network, the trainee came to Japan as
sewing trainee in May, 2004. And then she worked in the
factory, cutting baseball uniform. The company denied
returning her Welfare Pension Book she asked, not
following the decision of Social Insurance Ministry by saying
that they will not return that if she doesn’t submit the
resignation. And also they imposed 20,000 yen on her
including other 6 workers in the name of rent fee while
making them live together in a wooden house near the
factory. She came to have hypersensitive visceral syndrome
and vestibular neuronitis about 10 months after coming to
Japan.
In the late of July, she went to a hospital and got
diagnose with the factory director but they have her
continue to work.
The network came to know by the accusation of a
trainee. They asked the company to improve the treatments
and paying medical fee. There was no use of 3
negotiations between the network and the company. With
this, they petitioned the mediation to the labor ministry.
The office director of the network said that it is natural
that they have got the disease living with no privacy
guaranteed like this and the company should be
responsible. In other hand, the factory director said, “I did
not confirm the name of the disease because I thought
that it was not that severe. We can’t pay the medical bill
because not all workers got the disease. <Mainichi
newspaper, August 2006> AWN
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New
New Politics
Politics and
and Support
Support
Measures for Internationally
Married Migrants
1. Inter-racial Marriage Agency Should Be Registered

system in order that migrant women who raise under age
children whose spouse is Korean can benefit from the basic
living standards security program, even though they still did
not acquire citizenship yet.
3. Revision of Single-Parent Family Welfare Legislation on
Pending

To prevent illegal inter-racial marriage agency activities
and to protect the persons concerned, an international
marriage agency should be registered in the future. In
addition, a legislation on managing international marriage
agencies including prohibition of agent's false and
exaggerate advertisement and a written marriage agency
contract to be required will be prepared.

A revision of single-parent family welfare legislation is on
pending in the national assembly. According to It, in case that
internationally married migrant man or woman is a
low-income single-parent, he or she is entitled to get a
financial support for raising his or her children, to use
single-parent welfare facilities and borrow welfare loan even
though they do not receive citizenships yet.

The Ministry of Gender Equality and Family (MOGEF)
made it public on November 28 that they made a
progress report on seven major missions and 26 detailed
tasks on social integrated support measures for
inter-racially married migrant women's families in a
meeting where twelve related organizations such as the
MOJ and the Ministry of Health and Welfare (MOHW)
attended.

In case of those who get divorced before receiving
citizenships, they can easily apply for being naturalized by
attaching a certificate authorized by a women group with other
documents proving that thy are not blamed for the broken
marriage.
Also, internationally married women and their children are
entitled to receive benefits from free medical service for the
neglected class such as hospital and operation charges.
Leaflets explaining how to join a health insurance are also
provided in ten different languages.

As matters of international married migrant women's
families became serious, investigations on actual
conditions on internationally married migrant women and
their children were implemented. And last April while
twelve related organizations were participating in a meeting
and they concluded this support measures.
2. 1366 Center, a Emergency Call for Migrant Women
Opened
Director-general of Family Politics of the MOGEF said
that once a legislation on managing international marriage
agencies is introduced, human rights violations and
international marriage brokage practices of buying foreign
brides would be largely reduced in the future.
The MOGEF strengthened protection of the migrant
women who suffered from domestic violence by preparing
the basis to establish a shelter for foreigners exclusive in
a legislation on domestic violence prevention and victims
protection this April in order to support internationally
married migrant women's safe and steady lives in Korea.
On November 9, the Ministry opened a 1366 emergency
call center for migrant women (Tel.1577-1366) and
provides 24-hour service in six different languages
including English, Chinese and Vietnamese.
Moreover, the Ministry provided IT training programs for
married migrant people in fifteen training centers including
migrant worker's center to help them adjust to Korean
society as soon as possible. It has also implemented
various support programs such as Korean language
course, family and culture course, mentoring and matching
between migrant women's family and support family
through twenty one support centers for internationally
married families.
In particular, it specialized in a Korean language
program, support for raising children and providing helper
for mothers who gave a birth through the Visiting Service
by five areas, developed and distributed Korean language
materials for migrant women, and implemented sixteen
different hands-on culture programs.
In the future, the MOHW and MOGEF improved a

Meanwhile, the MOGEF plans to encourage the local
municipalities to join these measures in order to not to conflict
support measures of central and local governments and to
prevent waste of financial resources.

<National Politics Briefing, November 29, 2006>

Asia Women Network Supporting
Married
Married Migrant
Migrant Women's
Women's HRs
HRs
From November 21 through 24 over a hundred human rights
activists from Korea, Vietnam, China, the Philippines and
Taiwan had a meeting to draw up a strategic plan to prevent
international marriage in a form of buying brides in the Korea
Migrant Women's Human Rights Center. And participants
agreed to meet regularly once a year. A solidarity frame was
established between civic groups of workforce exporting and
importing countries. The Network starts information exchanges
and campaign changing recognition on international marriage.
In a forum social gaps between migrant women and their
Korean spouses was pointed out. Sosoma Chulanbator of
Mongolian National Violence Prevention Center said, “An
average age of Mongolian women who married Korean men is
24.9. However, their Korean spouses are average 44.5 years
old". "A third of Mongolian migrant women graduated from
universities while their Korean spouses had comparably low
educational backgrounds", she added.
Kaotaihongban, director-general of Family Bureau of
Vietnamese Women Union, said, “Vietnamese women came to
Korea for a better life, but they suffer from language
difference and domestic violence”. Lee Hae-eung, expert in
Women's studies said, "Migrant women are vulnerable to be
blamed for only seeking for wealth. As international marriage
becomes further commercialized, marital relations inevitably
become more discriminative and inhuman," she added.
As of 2005, cases of international marriage occupied 13.6%
(43,121) of the total marriage in Korea. By nation migrant
women who married Korean spouses were Chinese and
Chosunjok at 66.2%, Vietnamese at 18.7%, Japanese at 4%
and Filipino at 3.2%. <Hankyoreh, November 24, 2006>
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By Seon Kyong, counselor

Medical
Medical Re-treatment
Re-treatment of
of
Industrial Accident
Q

I'm a Sri-Lankan worker who had an industrial accident and
damaged a finger. After the accident, I received benefits for the
handicapped from the Labour Welfare Corporation. However, when
I went to hospital because I was still having problems with my
injured finger, the doctor said I needed surgery. Will this treatment
be covered by industrial accident insurance, even though I
received benefits for the handicapped?

A

Yes, you can get treatment even after receiving benefits for the
handicapped. If the treatment is just to consult a doctor or to get
physical therapy, you can get treatment with 'treatment card for
post injury symptoms(후유증상 진료카드)'. This card can be issued
by Labour Welfare Corporation according to the handicapped.
As for your situation, if you need surgery, you must apply for
're-treatment(재요양)' to the Labour Welfare Corporation. Please
go to hospital where you are now going and apply for retreatment, and then send it to the Labour Welfare Corporation after
having it signed by the company where you had the accident.
If your company is closed or refuses to sign, you can write
'closing business' or 'refusal to sign' on the application.
After receiving permission for re-treatment from the Labor
Welfare Corporation, you can have the surgery, with covering
100% of medical treatment including surgery and getting 70% of
your average wage as a benefits for suspension of work.
If your company won't help you because you have used up all
your compensation, please visit a counselling office. Depending on
the type of surgery, your handicapped level can be changed, so
check your benefits for the handicapped after treatment.
For Counselling, call the Labour Welfare Corporation :
1588-0075
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Association for Foreign Workers' Human Rights in Pusan
부산 외국인노동자 인권을 위한 모임

